
Q: Why did the Easter bunny cross the road?
A: Because the chicken had his Easter eggs!

Q: Why did the Easter egg hide?
A: Because he was a little chicken!

Q: What kind of stories do rabbits like best?
A: Stories with hoppy endings!

Q: How do you catch a rabbit?
A: Make a noise like a carrot!

Q: What kind of bunny can’t hop?
A: A chocolate bunny!

Q: How does the Easter bunny stay fit?
A: He Eggs-ercises!

Q: How do you find the Easter bunny?
A: “Eggs” marks the spot!

Q: Why do we paint eggs at Easter?
A: Because it’s too hard to wallpaper them!

Q: What do you get if you cross
a bee and a bunny?
A: A honey bunny!

Q: What do you get if you pour hot water
down a rabbit hole?
A: A hot, cross bunny!

Q: What happened to the egg when he was
tickled too much?
A: He cracked up!

Q: What do you call a rabbit that can
tell a good joke?
A: A funny bunny!

Q: What did the grey rabbit
say to the blue rabbit?
A: Cheer up!

Q: What’s the best season to be on
a trampoline?
A: Spring time!

Q: What did one Easter egg say to the
other Easter egg?
A: Have you heard any good yolks lately?

Look closely... Can you see a see-through
building? It’s full of happy plants that love
the warmth... what else is hiding in there?

There’s a character that lives on your lawn!
Perhaps they’ve got something to share
with you?

It’s nice to sit outside when it’s sunny. If
sit on a chair today, try not to squash your
next clue!

When it’s sunny, we can hang our clothes
out to dry! It looks like there’s something
else enjoying the sunshine today...

Step outside where the ground is hard.
What can you find if you look low down
today?

There’s a place in your garden where the
birds can have dinner. It looks like they’ve
got an extra course today!

The grass in your garden makes the perfect
home for bugs and worms! What else can
you see hidden in the grass?

Find the wooden building in your garden
that looks like a mini house. Knock on the
door. Do you think anyone is home?

This  plant grows so tall that birds like to
make their homes in it! What else can you
see in its branches?

Flowers love the rain, but when it’s dry we
can use this to sprinkle water on
them. Is there any water inside today?

Is that a snake? No, it’s a long, green tube!
Searching for your clue is safe, as long as
you don’t mind getting a little bit wet!

Try to be careful when you’re around the
flowers. It looks like something has
sprouted that wasn’t there before...

This tall wooden feature goes around your
garden. It stops sneaky little clues
from escaping...

This garden feature is made of stones or
bricks. Can you see anything sitting on top?

This bushy plant is covered in so many
leaves! It makes the perfect hiding place
for anything small...


